
Integration of the Motochello MC-200, JMCB-2003, 
Valentine One with Bluetooth, iPhone 6+ and ChargeGuard

When attempting to use bike powered handheld CB transceivers with the MC-200, a ground loop issue 
arose.  After numerous attempts and marginal solutions, the best option was the run the handheld CB 
transceivers on independent batteries.  With battery packs, the Cobra and Midland handheld CBs functioned 
at expected.

The best solution with bike powered handhelds CBs was to isolate the mic input which required an external 
PTT.  The JMCB-2003 has numerous features – handlebar mount, external PTT, separate mic and speaker 
ports, rain-resistant, convenient glove friendly controls…– and therefore an interesting potential solution.  As 
one last attempt using a bike powered CB with the MC-200, I purchased a used JMCB-2003 solo unit on 
eBay.  A new solo unit replacement is about $310.  eBay actions typically run above $200.  After months of 
watching, I was able to purchase a unit with antenna, mounts and power filter for $110 including shipping.

With limited bench and garage testing, with my collection of handhelds, all appears to be working.  The 
following slides detail the integration of the MC-200, JMCB, Valentine One (V-one) with Bluetooth ,iPhone 6+ 
and ChargeGuard along with a second installation approach in a 2014 R1200RTW.  This integration and 
installation is a significant improvement over the original, first, attempt… 

The V-one was upgraded to the current version plus Valentine's Bluetooth module for the iPhone.  The 
Bluetooth module and the StealthAssist App simplified and improved the use of the radar.  Previously I had 
used the V-one audio interface and direct wiring to the RJ11 both of which had an audible buzz  and other 
less than desirable characteristics.
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Device Locations
All devices are mounted with RAM components.  The RTW is new and therefore limited RAM mounts are available.   RAM’s 
Brake/Clutch Clamp mount over the existing brake/clutch mounts are used.  On the left with 2 balls for the MC-200 Display and 
JMCB-2003. On the right with 1 ball for the iPhone.   The radar is velcro mounted to the RCU shelf which was installed to shade 
the Nav V.
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It all fits under the drivers seat!

There are 4 audio isolators, ChargeGuard + Switch, MC-200 base, Valentine Bluetooth/connection hub and JMCB filter 
stuffed in this area.
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Wire Routing

For the second installation, everything is under the seat including tapping into the RTW audio.  Careful consideration was given to 
the routing of the antenna lead with respect to all other leads.

Posi-Taps and Posi-Connect are used for all the connections.  Here is a source where you can purchase just those you need.
    http://www.lonestarswitches.com/Posi-Products-Connectors_c2.htm

 

Left side upper tank area
MC-200 Display lead

Right side upper tank area
MC-200 Aux-1 4-pole lead

Lower edge of tank
 CB antenna lead 

Crosses over to right side behind 
rear shock to a 2’ FireStik tunable 
antenna under trunk mounted on 
right rear.  Connection to JMCB 
between steering yoke and tank

Lower edge of tank
V-one lead

JMCB power and audio leads



RTW Speaker Audio 
Isolators

PAC SNI-1/3.5 3.5-mm Ground Loop Noise Isolator 
Amazon ~$12, used 4.  These are stereo with a 
common ground...  
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The Alpine  Left+ speaker is Posi-Tapped with no connection to the Ring.  The Alpine Right+ speaker is Posi-Tapped with no 
connection to the Tip. The Left- and Right- are Posi-Tapped to the isolators common (sleeve)   Therefore, independent of which 
isolator input (3.5mm female) is used, left is left and right is right.  The output of the isolators (3.5 male) are joined at a stereo Y.   
The output of the stereo Y (3.5mm male) connects to the MC-200 Aux-2 input (3.5mm female).  

The picture below is from the first installation.  Everything is the same except the inputs are now Posi-Tapped directly to the 
output of the Alpine unit under the passenger seat.

Color codes for wire coming out of the Alpine unit:

•  Left+ = yellow/red stripe
•  Left- = yellow/brown stripe
•  Right+ = blue/red stripe
•  Right- = blue/brown stripe

NOTE:  There is no DC continuity between Left- and 
Right-, Therefore the Alpine left and right channels are 

independently isolated preserving the separation.

Typical audio assignments 



JMCB Transceiver Audio
The JMCB 6-pin DIN connector was removed and hard-wired through audio isolators to the appropriate MC-200 leads as 
follows.

The JMCB Green, mic, wire has 4Vdc on it and the audio isolator will block this from the MC-200.  The JMCB green mic wire is 
also independently shielded.  The mic shield and main cable shield are tied together. 

The JMCB mic is connected through a signgle audio isolator to the MC-200 RF-IF interface (ring and sleeve – made a special 
cable)  The JMCB mic can be connected across the entire audio isolator (left and right leads) to reduce the disipated power from 
the 4Vdc by 50%. 

The JMCB speakers are connected through a single audio isloator to the MC-200 Aux 3 port - the JMCB delivers the mono CB 
output to both left and right speakers wires.  The MC-200 Aux-3 port was available and therefore used for the JMCB output 
through an audio isollator.  Else, either the left or right JMCB outputs can be connected to the MC-200 RF-IF tip freeing up 
Aux-3 for something else.

The JMCB has an Aux input.  I routed the 3.5mm stereo cable to the right fairing compartment for future use.

MC-200 RF-IF
3.5mm 3-pole Female

•  Sleeve (ground)

•  Ring (mic output)

•  Tip (Speaker input)

JMCB-2003
Wire Color Assignments

•  Red – Speaker Left
•  White – Speaker Right
•  Brown – Speaker Common
•  Green – Mic (4Vdc)
•  Shields – Ground

Black – Not Used
Blue – Not Used

Orange – Not used



Radar
Previous improvements to the older V-one had the audio buzz reduced but other behaviors lingered that were desirable 
to change.  The unit would change modes randomly (assumed a line noise issue) and the continuous alarm signal – even 
if muted – is annoying.

The updated V-one now supports Bluetooth and external applications.  It also allowed the audio feed to be via the 
iPhone.  A nice feature is that an alarm can now be heard during a phone call.  An additional plus is that StealthAssist 
App has a setting for reducing the alarm rate as shown below.  Now there is one beep (and one beep only!) then 
SILENCE in the headset!!!  The V-one has your attention and can be visually monitored while it remains active.  Plus, the 
RT is so quite, the alarm can softly be heard without it being directly in the headset.  There are also a vast array of 
other features with both this app and Valentine’s app.

Turn on



Power Management

ChargeGuard is a simple device that solved power cycling the MC-200 (and any other electronic device that is powered on) twice 
when starting the RTW.  

The DC mode of operation is used which monitors the RTW for the alternator to kick-in (battery voltage to increase) at which 
time it will turn on the power thereby avoiding powering on devices with the key in the ON position.  There is an option to 
monitor an ignition source, like the headlight low beam on the RTW (powers on only after engine is running) and trigger the 
power to the devices - an alternative if needed.   The power off delay is set to 5 seconds (there are 8 possible settings).  Bought for 
$23 on eBay (new ~$90+).
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When using something like a Battery-Tender,  the 
ChargeGuard in DC mode might trigger.  

Therefore , an on/off SPST switch was added 
between the battery and the ChargeGuard.  When a 

Battery-Tender is in use, the switch is in the off 
poistion, otherwise it is on...


